HOLLOW WOOD TUBES

by Lenderink Technologies.
NEW, INNOVATIVE, IMAGINATION provoking veneer tubes.

Lenderink Technologies now offers wood tubes. These tubes, consisting of layers of laminations or wood veneer, are manufactured with an 1/8" wall, with tube diameters increasing in 1/2" increments from 1 1/2" to 6". This lightweight product is unbelievably strong and very easy to work with. Cutting has been compared to cutting molding or trim. Cutting these tubes so that they intersect will open the doors to limitless design opportunities. Uses consist of but are not limited to, edging for tables and shelves, end caps, containers, column & pole enclosures, exhibit displays, and much more. Exterior finish is comparable to other woods and come in a wide range wood species. Exotic wood veneer species are available as well.

TRANSLUCENT

Lenderink Technologies now offers a translucent lighting solution. Just like our micro wood veneer, our translucent solution offers unique and endless display designs with lighting.

ANY SPECIE

Lenderink Technologies carries a very large specie list and can produce these tubes with just about any finish. For a complete specie list visit our website or give us a call.

ANY LENGTH

Lenderink Technologies can now offer these tubes in length. Our new seaming process gives us the ability to connect tubes together end to end thus giving you the look of a seamless tube. Standard production is 8' lengths.
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